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Abstract
Oncogenic targets acting in both tumor cells and tumor stromal cells may offer special therapeutic appeal.

Interrogation of the Oncomine database revealed that 52 of 53 human breast carcinomas showed substantial
upregulation of WNT family ligand WNT7B. Immunolabeling of human mammary carcinoma showed that
WNT7B immunoreactivity was associated with both tumor cells and with tumor-associated macrophages. In the
MMTV-PymTmousemodel of mammary carcinoma, we found tumor progression relied uponWNT7B produced
by myeloid cells in the microenvironment. Wnt7b deletion in myeloid cells reduced the mass and volume of
tumors due to a failure in the angiogenic switch. In the tumor overall, there was no change in expression of
Wnt/b-catenin pathway target genes, but in vascular endothelial cells (VEC), expression of these genes was
reduced, suggesting that VECs respond to Wnt/b-catenin signaling. Mechanistic investigations revealed that
failure of the angiogenic switch could be attributed to reduced VegfamRNA and protein expression in VECs, a
source of VEGFA mRNA in the tumor that was limiting in the absence of myeloid WNT7B. We also noted a
dramatic reduction in lung metastasis associated with decreased macrophage-mediated tumor cell invasion.
Together, these results illustrated the critical role of myeloidWNT7B in tumor progression, acting at the levels of
angiogenesis, invasion, and metastasis. We suggest that therapeutic suppression of WNT7B signaling might be
advantageous due to targeting multiple aspects of tumor progression. Cancer Res; 74(11); 2962–73.�2014 AACR.

Introduction
Emerging evidence has shown that in mammary carcinoma,

hematopoietic cells recruited to the tumor stroma contribute
to tumor progression and metastasis (1, 2). Of these cells,
extensive evidence shows that tumor-associated macrophages
(TAM) contribute to tumor progression and malignancy (3).
These TAM actions are multifactorial with individual popula-
tions having protumoral properties, including remodeling
extracellular matrix, stimulating angiogenesis, and promoting

tumor cell intravasation and extravasation aswell as persistent
growth at the metastatic site (4–6). In the primary tumor,
TAMs promote the dramatic increase in vascular density
known as the angiogenic switch that is a rate-limiting step
for the transition of benign tumors to invasive carcinomas. The
TAM population expresses Tie2 and its ablation results in
inhibition of angiogenesis in a wide range of cancer models (7,
8). There is also a dynamic interplay of TAMs with cells of the
acquired immune system (9). In mammary tumors, these
TAMs are regulated by CD4þ T cells through their synthesis
of interleukin (IL)-4 or IL-17 (10, 11). This cytokine signaling
enhances their promotion of tumor cell invasion and metas-
tasis but not their proangiogenic properties (10).

The WNT/b-catenin pathway has a critical role in normal
development and tumorigenesis (12). Stabilizing exon 3 muta-
tions in CTNNB1, low-membrane b-catenin expression, or its
nuclear localization are significantly associated with poor
cancer prognosis (13, 14). Abnormal expression of adenoma-
tous polyposis coli (APC), a negative regulator of b-catenin, is
also a major cause of colon cancer (15, 16). Furthermore, the
gene for axin, another negative regulator of theWNT/b-catenin
pathway, is deleted in many types of cancer (17, 18). The
suggestion that WNT ligands may be involved in mammary
tumor progression comes from mouse mammary tumor virus
(MMTV) insertional activation of the Wnt1 gene (19), the
observation that the ligands are expressed in human cancers
(20, 21) and the demonstration that Wnt coreceptor Lrp5-
deficient mice are resistant to Wnt1-induced mammary
tumors (22). Recently, it has been reported that invasive TAMs
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from the mouse model of breast cancer caused by mammary
expression of the Polyoma Middle T oncoprotein (MMTV-
PyMT) express several Wnt genes, especiallyWnt5b andWnt7b
(23). WNT7b has been implicated in prostate cancer (24) in
modulation of vascularity during development (25, 26) and is
significantly upregulated in tumor-promoting TAMs (23, 27).
To assess the function of this Wnt ligand in TAMs of the
MMTV-PyMT model, we conditionally deleted Wnt7b using
the Csf1r-icre mouse line in which cre recombinase is
expressed from the promoter for the colony-stimulating
factor 1 receptor (28). This conditional ablation showed
that in infiltrating myeloid cells, Wnt7b is required for the
angiogenic switch, tumor progression, tumor cell invasion,
and metastasis.

Materials and Methods
Mouse strains and genotyping
All experiments were conducted in accordance with guide-

lines of Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Mouse
lines used in this study include the Wnt7btm2Amc (29), MMTV-
PyMT (30), and Tg(Csf1.icre)jwp (28) lines and were genotyped
according to published protocols.

Flow cytometry
Human. Human estrogen receptor–positive (ERþ) breast

cancers were taken from the clinic and minced finely with
scissors and digested with enzyme solution [2 mg/mL colla-
genase A in 40 mL Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Mediumþ 80 mL
DNase (50 U/mL)] for 1 hour at 37�C and filtered through a
70-mm nylon strainer. Single cells were stained for live/dead
cells, regained, and then incubated with antibodies as appro-
priate in the dark (Supplementary Fig. S1). Human TAMs were
isolated by flow cytometry using labeling for anti-CD45, anti-
CD11b, anti-CD14, and anti-CD163. Analysis of human samples
received approval by the Institutional Review Board of Albert
Einstein College of Medicine.
Mouse. Tumors dissected from inguinal mammary glands

free of the lymph node were minced, digested in Liberase
(Sigma), and DNAse 1 reduced to single cell suspensions as
described (31). Flow cytometry was performed using anti–
CD3-PE (Clone 17A2), anti–B220-APC (Clone RA3-6B2), anti-
mouse CD45-PE-Cy7 (Clone 30-F11), anti-F4/80-APC-eFluor
780 (Clone BM8), CD45 microbeads, anti-mouse CD31-APC
(Clone 390), and anti-mouse CD105-PE (CloneMJ7/18).Macro-
phages were also labeled with fluorescent dextran via phago-
cytic uptake as previously described (32). Flow cytometric
sorting of endothelial cell with FACS Aria II (BD) was per-
formed using anti–CD45-APC (clone 30-F11) and anti–CD31-
PE-Cy7 (clone 390). Cells were collected in 1.5 mL tubes,
centrifuged for 10 minutes at 450 rcf, and the pellet resus-
pended in cell lysis buffer. RNA extractionwas performed using
the Qiagen Micro Kit and retrotranscription performed with a
Superscript Vilo cDNA Synthesis Kit (Invitrogen).

Assessment of Wnt7b expression and Wnt7btm2Amc

deletion in sorted cells
Flow-sorted, tumor-associated F4/80-positive macro-

phages, T cells, B cells, and VECs were used for isolation of

mRNA and genomic DNA. The primers used to assess expres-
sion of Wnt7b mRNA by reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR were
forward: 50-ACGTGTTTCTCTGCTTTGGC-30, reverse: 50-CCA-
GGCCAGGAATCTTGTT-30. Control actin primers were for-
ward 50-CGGTGCTAAGAAGGCTGTTC-30, reverse 50-CTTCT-
CCATGTCGTCCCAGT-30. Assessment ofWnt7btm2Amcdeletion
was performed as with the D3 forward and C3 reverse primers
(33).

Histologic analysis and volume quantification of
mammary tumors

Tissue was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, processed, and
sectioned according to established procedures. For immunos-
taining, sections were rehydrated and labeled using the TSA
Detection kit (Invitrogen) and goat anti-PECAM antibody at 1:
100 dilution (M-20; Santa Cruz) or rabbit monoclonal Ki67 at
1:1000 (Neomarkers; RM-9106-S0). Functional blood vessels
were identified using injected Texas red-conjugated dextran
according to established procedures (34). Gland volume was
calculated as described (35).

RNA isolation and quantitative PCR
RNA was extracted with TRIzol (Invitrogen) and used for

quantitative PCR (qPCR) according to established procedures.
The primers used were:

b-actin, forward: 50TTCTTTGCAGCTCCTTCGTT, reverse:
50ATGGAGGGGAATACAGCCC;

Wnt7b, forward: 50AGCTCGGAGCATTGTCATCC, reverse:
50TCACAATGATGGCATCGGGT;

Dll4, forward: GGCATGCCTGGGAAGTATCC, reverse:
50GGCTTCTCACTGTGTAACCGA;

Hey1, forward: CGAGACCATCGAGGTGGAAA, reverse:
50CTCGATGATGCCTCTCCGTC;

Vegfa, forward: 50GGAGATCCTTCGAGGAGCACTT, reverse:
50GGCGATTTAGCAGCAGATATAAGAA;

Vegfr1, forward: 50GGCATCCCTCGGCCAACAATC, reverse:
50AGTTGCTGCTGGGATCCAGG;

Vegfr2, forward: 50CGTTAAGCGGGCCAATGAAG, reverse:
50CTAGTTTCAGCCGGTCCCTG;

Vegfr3, forward: 50CCGCAAGTGCATTCACAGAG, reverse:
50TCGGACATAGTCGGGGTCTT

Assessment of the pulmonary metastatic burden was per-
formed using qPCR for the PyMT transcript. Lungs were
removed before removing mammary glands to avoid cross
contamination.

The PyMT primers used were forward, 50-CTCCAACAGA-
TACACCCGCACATACT-30 and reverse, 50-GCTGGTCTTGG-
TCGCTTTCTGGATAC-30.

Immunoblotting
Immunoblotting using 50 mg of tumor cell lysate was carried

out using standard methods. The antibodies used were rabbit
anti-VEGF (A-20; Santa Cruz) and rabbit anti–b-tubulin
(ab6046; Abcam).
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In vivo invasion assay
Cell collection into needles placed in the primary tumor of

anesthetizedmice was carried out as described previously (36).

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for Win-

dows version 18.0. The Student t test, Mann–Whitney U test,
and, for the frequency of tumor stage, the Fisher exact test were
used. A P value less than or equal to 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

Results
To determine whether WNT7B expression was associated

with breast cancer in humans, we interrogated the Tissue
Cancer Genome Atlas and Oncomine database (37). In
the Finak and colleagues dataset (38) that independently
performed expression analysis on tumor stroma, out of 53
mammary carcinomas, 52 showed significantly enhanced
expression of WNT7B in the stroma and this was highly
significant compared with normal breast (Fig. 1A and B).
Furthermore, in a meta-analysis of recent gene expression
profiling, increased WNT7B expression was significantly asso-
ciated with breast carcinoma compared with normal (Fig. 1C).
To determine directly whether TAMs from human breast
cancers expressed WNT7B, we flow sorted macrophages from
ERþbreast cancers usingCD45þ, CD11bþ, CD14þ, andCD163þ

(Supplementary Fig. S1A–S1C) and performed RT-PCR for
WNT7B (Fig. 1D). This analysis showed amplification products
forWNT7B consistent with their significant overexpression in
the stroma of breast cancer, whereas adjacent normal mam-
mary tissue and that derived from reduction mammoplasty
showed less expression. To assess the distribution of WNT7B
protein in human breast cancers, we performed immunolabel-
ing. Colabeling with antibodies to WNT7B and for the TAM
markers CD68 and CD163 showed that TAMs colocalized with
WNT7B immunoreactivity (Fig. 1E–N). The most intense
WNT7B immunoreactivity was in tumor cells (Fig. 1E). How-
ever, when regions of CD68 (Fig. 1E–G) and CD163 (Fig. 1H–N)
labeling weremagnified and the labeling channels separated, it
was clear that WNT7B immunoreactivity was also found in
TAMs. Most often, WNT7B immunoreactivity was associated
with CD68 or CD163-labeled structures with the features of
macrophage processes (Fig. 1F, G, I–K, M, and N). On average,
61% of cells within the tumor were WNT7B immunoreactive.
Fifteen percent of the total cells within the tumor were both
myeloid (according to CD163 labeling) and immunoreactive
for WNT7B. Combined, this data mining and direct expression
assessment in human mammary tumors suggested that

WNT7B produced by TAMs in the tumor stroma could play
a role in tumor progression.

To analyze the role of macrophage-derived WNT7b exper-
imentally in vivo, we generated conditional loss-of-function
mice using the Wnt7btm2Amc allele (29) and the Csf1r-icre
transgene (28) in the MMTV-PyMT model of mammary car-
cinoma (30). This tumor has most of the features of human
mammary carcinoma, including ER positivity and progression
through equivalent stages (30). This tumor also shows expres-
sion of Wnt7b in TAMs, particularly those TAMs that promote
tumor cell invasion (23). Consistent with these data, RT-PCR
on flow-sorted F4/80þ, dextranþ TAMs showed that these cells
express Wnt7b in control Wnt7btm2Amc/� mice (Fig. 2A). As
expected, this expression is undetectable in TAMs from
the conditional mutant, Wnt7b�/tm2Amc; Csf1r-icre (Fig. 2A).
Efficient deletion of the conditional Wnt7b allele was con-
firmed by DNA genotyping (Fig. 2B) of flow-sorted TAMs.

qPCR analysis also revealed that in the normal progression
from hyperplasia/adenoma to early and late carcinoma in the
MMTV-PyMTmodel, the expression level ofWnt7b transcripts
increases (Fig. 2C, gray bars). By contrast, tumors from
Wnt7b�/tm2Amc; Csf1r-icre mice show a level of Wnt7b expres-
sion that does not increase significantly with tumor progres-
sion (Fig. 2C, blue bars). Deletion ofWnt7b from TAMs did not
result in any statistically significant difference in the popula-
tions of recruited F4/80þ macrophages (Fig. 2D), CD3þ T cells
(Fig. 2D), and B220þ B cells (Fig. 2D).

In several mouse models of cancer, TAMs regulate angio-
genesis. For example, in the PyMT model, they have been
shown to regulate the establishment of a high-density vascu-
lature (34)—the so-called angiogenic switch—that is an impor-
tant component of tumor progression (39). To determine
whether there was any indication of changed vascular density
inWnt7bmutant tumors, we used a flow cytometry protocol to
count CD31þ, CD105þ VECs. This showed that at 22 weeks,
there were reduced numbers of VECs in mutant tumors (Fig.
3A). To assess the density of functional vessels, we perfused
tumor-bearing mice with Texas-red conjugated, lysine-fixable
dextran (Fig. 3B, a highly reliablemethod for assessing vascular
density as described previously; ref. 34) and compared vessels
per field (Fig. 3C) or branch points per field (Fig. 3D) in stage-
matched tumors. At premalignant tumor stages, both control
and mutant tumors displayed the low vascular density typical
of tumors that have not undergone the angiogenic switch (Fig.
3B–D). In early and late carcinomas of control mice, the
vascular density was greatly increased (Fig. 3B–D) indicative
of the angiogenic switch. By contrast, Wnt7b-deleted mutant
mice showed no significant change in the vascular density even

Figure 1. WNT7B expression in humanmammary tumors.WNT7B expression (as log2 median-centered ratio) for mammary gland, normal and tumor stroma,
shown either as raw data (A) or as the mean (B). In the chart showing the mean, the dots indicate the extreme data values. Significance as labeled. C, meta-
analysis of recent gene expression profiling for WNT7B where the colored squares indicate the median rank for WNT7B across each analysis. WNT7B
ranks in the top 5% to 10% in all 6 analyses. D, endpoint RT-PCR for WNT7B in flow-sorted CD45þ, CD11bþ, CD163þ, CD14þ TAMs from humanmammary
carcinoma (T) and adjacent normal tissue (C). E–N, immunoreactivity in cryosections of human mammary carcinoma for WNT7B (red) and the TAM
markers CD68 (green) or CD163 (green) as labeled. Images at �600 magnification (E, H, and L) show boxed regions (F, G, I–K, M, and N) that are digitally
magnified in the adjacent plots. Magnified plots are in sets that show all the color channels or just the TAM marker (green) with nuclei (blue) or WNT7B
(red) with nuclei (blue). In the magnified plots, a dashed line or a white arrow indicates the green-labeled region identifying a TAM. These same regions are
indicated in the adjacent images where only the WNT7b labelling (red) is shown. In all cases, WNT7B immunoreactivity is associated with TAMs and
their processes. The tumor cells are also strongly immunoreactive with the WNT7B antibody. White scale bars, 10 mm.
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though some tumors had progressed to early and late carci-
nomas (Fig. 3B–D). To assess vascular changes using another
marker, we performed labeling with CD31 in 22-week control
andmutant tumors. Quantification of CD31þ area (Fig. 3E) and
CD31þ vessels (Fig. 3F) showed that by these measures too,
mutant tumors showed reduced vascular density. These data
show that TAM Wnt7b is required for the angiogenic switch.

VEGFA is a key stimulator of angiogenesis and a target gene
of theWnt/b-catenin pathway in some human tumors (40, 41).
We assessed whether the failure of the angiogenic switch in
MMTV-PyMT tumors might be associated with changes in
Vegfa expression. In accordance with this hypothesis, the level
of the Vegfa mRNA was significantly reduced in Wnt7b-defi-
cient tumors at both the early and late carcinoma stages
(Fig. 4A). Moreover, this was mirrored by a reduced level of
Vegfa protein according to immunoblots (Fig. 4A, inset). When
the VEGFA/actin optical density ratio of the control was
normalized to 1.0 � 0.22 (n ¼ 3), mutant tumors showed a
value of 0.65� 0.07 (n¼ 3, P¼ 0.02). When CD31þ VECs were
flow sorted from control and mutant tumors (Supplementary
Fig. S2A–S2C) and qPCR performed for Vegfa transcript, the

mutant tumors showed reduced expression (Supplementary
Fig. S2D). This identifies tumor VECs as a likely source of
VEGFA that is regulated by TAM Wnt7b. This also raises the
possibility that VEGFA "private loop" signaling could function
in the tumor context as it does in vascular systemmaintenance
(42) and vascular development (43).

Flt1 (VEGFR1) is a naturally occurring inhibitor of Vegfa
activity regulated in some contexts byWnt signaling (44) and it
was possible that increased expression could partly account for
the angiogenic switch failure in Wnt7b mutant tumors. How-
ever, qPCR assessment of Flt1 transcript levels in control and
mutant tumors of all stages did not reveal any significant
changes (Fig. 4B). VEGFR2 is the major Vegfa signaling recep-
tor (45). In some settings, it has been shown that VEGFR3 can
drive angiogenesis in absence of both Vegfa and Vegfr2 (46). To
assess the expression of VEGFR2 and VEGFR3 in tumor VECs,
we performed qPCR for these transcripts on flow-sorted cells
fromcontrol andmutant tumors. This showed (Supplementary
Fig. S2D) that the transcripts for both receptors were signif-
icantly upregulated although the increase for Vegfr2 was, in
absolute terms, modest. These data raise the possibility that

Figure 2. Wnt7b expression and
deletion in the MMTV-PyMT
model. A, endpoint RT-PCR for
Wnt7b in flow-sorted dextranþ,
F4/80þ mouse macrophages from
Wnt7btm2Amc/� (control, C) and
Wnt7btm2Amc/�;Csf1r-icre (mutant,
M) MMTV-PyMT tumors. B,
genotypingPCRonperitoneal cells
(PC) or in flow-sorted dextranþ,
F4/80þ macrophages fromMMTV-
PyMT tumors of the indicated
genotypes. The PCR primers used
do not amplify a product from the
recombinedWnt7btm2Amc allele. C,
relativeWnt7bmRNAexpression in
control and mutant MMTV-PyMT
mammary tumors at premalignant
(hyperplasia and adenoma,H/A), or
malignant (early carcinoma, EC
and late carcinoma, LC) stages.
Error bars, SEM. D, percentage of
marker-positive cells in control
(MMTV-PyMT; Wnt7btm2Amc/�, C)
and mutant (MMTV-PyMT;
Wnt7btm2Amc/�; Csf1r-iCre, M)
tumors combined from the 20- to
22-week range. Error bars, SEM.
NS, nonsignificant.
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VEGF receptor upregulation might partly compensate for
reduced Vegfa ligand levels in the Wnt7b mutant tumor.
Though it has been shown the Notch signaling in VECs can
suppress expression of VEGFR2 and VEGFR3 (46), an assess-
ment of the transcripts for theHey1 andDll4 genes that are the
Notch pathway responsive (46) indicated no change (Supple-
mentary Fig. S2D). These data indicate that myeloid Wnt7b
deletion results in modulation of several components of the
VEGFA signaling pathway with the net result that angiogenic
switching is deficient.
VECs are known to express the response machinery for the

WNT/b-catenin pathway (25, 47, 48) and so it was possible that
WNT7B-dependent tumor progression was in part mediated
by a direct effect. To assess the status of the WNT/b-catenin
pathway in tumor VECs, we performed rapid flow sorting of
CD31þ, CD105þ cells from 22-week tumors and performed
qPCR for Axin2, c-myc, and CyclinD1, three established WNT/
b-catenin pathway target genes. As a control, we performed the
same qPCR but from the whole tumor. This showed that while
whole control and mutant tumors showed no significant

change (Fig. 4C), the three WNT/b-catenin pathway target
genes were all significantly reduced in VECs (Fig. 4D). These
data identify VECs from the MMTV-PyMT tumor as WNT/
b-catenin responsive. These data also raise the possibility that
VECs respond directly to Wnt7b derived from TAMs.

To determine whether TAM WNT7b influenced tumor
growth, we recorded gland volumes over the 6- to 22-week
progression (Fig. 5A). Plotting these data on a log scale showed
that though there were statistically significant differences at
some time points between 6 and 18 weeks, in absolute terms,
the differences were small and the growth curves nearly
coincident (Fig. 5A). By contrast, there was a major divergence
starting at 18 weeks in which control tumors increased in
volume exponentially (Fig. 5A, gray trace), whereas theWnt7b-
deficient tumors plateaued in size (Fig. 5A, blue trace). In the
control group, the tumor volume at 22 weeks was 650% of the
16-week tumor volume. In the mutant group, 22-week tumor
volume was 170% of the 16-week tumor volume. Tumors from
the inguinal mammary glands were removed at 16 and 22
weeks and weighed. This showed that at both time points,

Figure 3. The angiogenic switch is suppressed in the absence of TAMWnt7b. A, percentage of CD31þ, CD105þ VECs in control andmutant tumors combined
from the 20- to 22-week range. B, representative images of Texas red dextran perfused blood vessels in PyMTmammary tumors at premalignant (hyperplasia
and adenoma, H/A), or malignant (early carcinoma, EC and late carcinoma, LC) stages. The scale bar in B, H/A, control is 100 mm and applies to all
plots. C and D, quantification of dextran-labeled vessels for a given tumor stage using either vessels per field (C) or branch points per field (D). E and
F, quantification of CD31 labeling in control (C) and mutant (M) late carcinomas shown either as CD31þ area (E) or CD31þ vessels (F). For A and C–F, sample
number is shown at base of histogram bar. Error bars, SEM. NS, nonsignificant.
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tumor mass in the mutant mice was significantly reduced
compared with controls (Fig. 5B and C). At 22 weeks, tumor
weight in the mutant mice was 30% of tumor weight in the
control mice. An assessment of proliferation using a MKI67
labeling index (Fig. 5D) showed that control and mutant
early carcinomas showed indistinguishable levels of prolif-
eration. In late carcinomas, control tumors showed a MKI67
labeling index that had nearly doubled (Fig. 5D). In contrast,
mutant late carcinomas did not show elevated MKI67 label-
ing and remained at the level observed in early carcinomas
(Fig. 5D). These data suggest that the size plateau observed
in mutant tumors is at least partly explained by a failure of
the proliferation rate to elevate at late tumor stages. Com-
bined, these data indicate that TAM WNT7b promotes
tumor growth.

Prompted by the changes in tumor growth in the conditional
mutant, we determined whether the stage of tumor progres-
sion was affected by TAM Wnt7b deletion. We assessed histo-
logic tumor progression on the basis of representative sections
from 4 planes in each inguinal mammary gland at 16 and 22
weeks. This analysis was performed blind using criteria

described previously (30). At 16 weeks, control and mutant
tumors showed a similar distribution of stages (Fig. 5E). Forty
four percent of control andmutant tumors were hyperplasia or
adenoma, whereas 33% of control and 44% of mutant were
early carcinomas. Only 22% and 11% of control and mutant
tumors had progressed to late carcinomas at this time point. At
22 weeks, about 90% of the control tumors were carcinomas
and of these, the early–late carcinoma distribution was 30%
and 60%. By contrast, myeloidWnt7b deletion resulted in only
40% carcinomas with an equal distribution of early and late
stages. Similarly, 12% of control tumors were hyperplasias or
adenomas, but 56% of mutant tumors were at the same stage.
The Fisher exact test showed that although the control tumors
showed significant tumor progression between 16 and 22
weeks (P ¼ 0.05), the mutant tumors did not. Despite these
observed delays in tumor progression in the Wnt7b-deficient
mice, there were no noticeable differences in gross histology in
stage-matched tumors, including the presence of necrotic
regions, when conditional mutant and control tumors were
compared. These results show that TAM WNT7b promotes
malignant tumor progression.

Figure 4. The expression of VEGFA is
reduced by the deletion of tumor
stroma cell Wnt7b. A, relative Vegfa
mRNA expression in control (C) and
mutant (M) MMTV-PyMT tumors at
hyperplasia and adenoma (H/A), early
carcinoma (EC), and late carcinoma
(LC) stages. Inset, immunoblotting for
VEGFA and actin control and mutant
MMTV-PyMT tumor lysates. B,
relative sFlt-1 mRNA level in control
and mutant MMTV-PyMT tumors at
hyperplasia and adenoma (H/A), early
carcinoma (EC), and late carcinoma
(LC) stages. C and D, relative
expression of Axin2, c-Myc, and
CyclinD1 in control andmutant whole
tumor (C) and CD31þ, CD105þ blood
VECs (D). Sample number is shown at
the base of each histogram bar. Error
bars, SEM. NS, nonsignificant.
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The favored sites of metastasis in the MMTV-PyMT tumor
model are lung and lymph node (30). Lungs from tumor-
bearing 22-week-old control mice showed metastases over a
range of severity; typical examples of control and mutant
lungs in whole mount (Fig. 6A and B) or section (Fig. 6C and
D) are shown. To quantify the rate of metastasis in the
control andWnt7b conditional mutant, we isolated the lungs
of 22-week-old mice and weighed them. The lungs of non–
tumor-bearing mice served as a negative control. Control,
MMTV-PyMT; Wnt7b�/tm2Amc lungs were physically larger
and weighed significantly more (Fig. 6E) than their control
counterparts. Conditional deletion of Wnt7b prevented the
increase in lung weight (Fig. 6E). Using qPCR amplification
of the MMTV-PyMT transcript as an alternative measure of
lung metastatic load also showed that mutant mice had
reduced metastasis (Fig. 6F). A metastatic index calculated
according to established and rigorous stereological methods
(4) showed, like lung weight and PyMT transcript, that loss
of Wnt7b from TAMs reduced the level of metastasis
(Fig. 6G).
Previous analysis has shown that in the MMTV-PyMT

model, tumor cells and TAMs comigrate out of the primary
tumor (5). This comigration includes intravasation and is
driven by a paracrine feedback loop of TAM EGF and tumor
cell CSF1 (5). This conclusion was based on several lines of
evidence, including intravital imaging of tumor cells and
TAMs and an in vivo invasion assay in which we quantify the
number of tumor cells and macrophages that migrate into a
CSF1 or EGF-loaded microneedle inserted into the tumor

(49). We used this in vivo invasion assay to determine the
influence of TAM WNT7b on tumor cell invasion. When the
needles did not contain EGF, the number of cells entering
the microneedles was small, as previously shown (Fig. 6H).
However, when EGF was provided as a chemoattractant,
many cells migrated in both the control and the Wnt7b
conditional mutant (Fig. 6H). The absence of TAM Wnt7b,
however, reduced the number of migrating cells by about 2-
fold (Fig. 6H). These data show, using several independent
methods, that TAM WNT7b has an important role in pro-
moting metastasis.

As a means of evaluating the findings in the mouse MMTV-
PyMT model using human data, we returned to the Finak and
colleagues dataset (38) that assessed gene expression in mam-
mary carcinoma stroma, and performed gene expression cor-
relation analysis with WNT7B. This has shown a limited but
interesting set of correlations between stromal WNT7B and
some cell markers as well as chemokines and their receptors
(Table 1). Asmight be expected, therewas a significant positive
correlation between WNT7B and the myeloid signaling factor
CSF1 and between WNT7B and the myeloid marker CD209.
Consistent with WNT7b-dependent angiogenic switching in
the mouse model, there was also a significant positive corre-
lation betweenWNT7B and the vascular marker CD31. Human
stromal WNT7B is also significantly correlated with CCL3,
CCL13, and CCR2. These correlations are consistent with
existing analysis (50, 51) and may suggest that WNT7B shares
a regulatory relationship with chemokines that influence
tumor progression.

Figure 5. TAM Wnt7b deletion
suppresses tumor volume, mass,
and progression. A, control and
mutant inguinal gland volume from
6 to 22 weeks. B and C, inguinal
gland mass at 16 (B) and 22 (C)
weeks. For B and C, sample
number is shown at the base of the
chart. Error bars, SEM. D, MKI67-
labeled cells per field for control
(MMTV-PyMT; Wnt7btm2Amc/�, C)
and mutant (MMTV-PyMT;
Wnt7btm2Amc/�; Csf1r-iCre, M)
early carcinomas (EC) and late
carcinomas (LC). P values as
labeled; error bars are SEM. NS,
nonsignificant. E, distribution of the
stage of progression for control
and mutant MMTV-PyMT
mammary tumors at 16 weeks (for
C, n ¼ 18; for M, n ¼ 18) and 22
weeks (for C, n ¼ 17; for M, n ¼ 9).
Hyperplasia and adenoma, H/A.
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Discussion
In the current study, we have shown that human mammary

carcinoma is strongly associated with overexpression of the
WNT family ligand WNT7B in the tumor stroma and that
isolated human breast carcinoma TAMs express WNT7B.
Using experimental mice, we have also shown that WNT7b
has a key role in malignant progression of the MMTV-PyMT
model of luminal breast cancer because it regulates the angio-
genic switch, tumor progression, tumor growth, tumor cell
invasion, and metastasis. Using conditional inactivation of the
Wnt7b gene with the myeloid-restricted Csf1r-icre driver (28),
we show that a critical source of Wnt7b is the TAM.

These data are consistent with prior work showing that
TAMs can promote angiogenic switching (34) and thatWNT7b
can regulate angiogenesis and vascular remodeling in other
settings, including the developing neuroepithelium (26), the
lung (33), and via macrophages, in the eye (25). TAMs in the
PyMTmodel express TIE2 (Supplementary Fig. S1D–S1I) and it
has also been shown that TIE2þ TAMs promote angiogenesis
in models of spontaneous and orthotopic pancreatic tumors
(7, 52). Importantly, TIE2 expression on the TAM is required for
these cells to adhere to vessels, including in the PyMT model,
and in the absence of TIE2, angiogenesis is inhibited (8). The
observation that conditional Wnt7b inactivation results in
reduced expression of several canonical WNT pathway target
genes in VECs suggests that WNT7b directly stimulates the
vasculature. BecauseWNT7B has a short range of action (25), it
is likely that signaling is via cell–cell contact, a possibility
consistent with the distribution of TIE2þ TAMs on the ablum-
inal surfaces of tumor vasculature (30, 32, 49).

VEGFA is an established mediator of tumor angiogenesis
(53). The current analysis shows that high Vegfa transcript and
protein levels in the MMTV-PyMT tumor are dependent on
Wnt7b. Furthermore, we show, using flow-sorted cells, that
tumor VECs are a source of Vegfa transcript and that myeloid
Wnt7b normally upregulates this transcript. These data are
consistent with the suggestion that tumor VECs can respond
directly tomyeloidWNT7b. Inflow-sorted tumorVECs, we also
observed an upregulation of the transcripts for Vegfr2 and
Vegfr3 when Wnt7b was deleted from myeloid cells. We spec-
ulate that this change may partly compensate for the reduced
level of VEGFA ligand. Though Vegfr2 and Vegfr3 transcripts
can be suppressed by Notch signaling in some settings (46), the
absence of any change in expression of the Notch-responsive
genesDll4 andHey1 (46) suggested that this was not the case in
the VECs of the MMTV-PyMT tumor.

Vegfa gain-of-function in the PyMTmodel resulted in accel-
erated angiogenic switching and accelerated tumor progres-
sion to malignancy in macrophage-deficient mice (31). How-
ever, surprisingly, deletion of Vegfa from myeloid cells using
LysM-cre resulted in increased tumor size and aggressiveness
even though angiogenic switching was inhibited (54). In LysM-
cre; Vegfafl/fl mice, Vegfa levels were not changed overall but
there was reduced Vegfa responsiveness. This contrasts with
the current findings in which conditional Wnt7b inactivation
resulted in reduced tumor size and growth, a slower rate of
tumor progression, a globally reduced level ofVegfa expression,

Figure 6. Metastasis is reduced in the absence of tumor stroma cell
WNT7B. A–D, representative images of metastasized lung in control
(A and C) and mutant (B and D) mice in whole mount (A and B) and in
section (C and D) at 22 weeks. Scale bars in A–D, 180 mm. A and B,
obvious surface metastases in whole mount lungs are marked with
yellow dots. C and D, in lung sections, metastases seem as dense
purple regions. E, quantification of total lung weight in control and
mutant, tumor-free, and tumor-bearing mice at 22 weeks. NS,
nonsignificant. F, relative PyMT mRNA expression in control and
mutant lung at 22 weeks. G, the lung metastasis index for control and
mutant mice at 22 weeks. Sample number is shown at the base of each
histogram bar in E–G. H, quantification of the number of cells that
migrate into microneedles placed in either control (MMTV-PyMT;
Wnt7btm2Amc/�, C) or mutant (MMTV-PyMT; Wnt7btm2Amc/�; Csf1r-
iCre, M) tumors. The microneedles were loaded with either vehicle (�)
or EGF (þ) as labeled. These data show that the absence of TAM
Wnt7b significantly reduced the number of cells that migrate into the
needle under the influence of EGF. Error bars for all charts, SEM.
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and a loss of angiogenic switching. These differences probably
reflect a function forWNT7b indirectly eliciting responses from
cells within the tumor and the likelihood that WNT7b-induced
VEGFA expression is just one of these responses. Indeed,
studies using the in vivo tumor cell–macrophage invasion assay
show that in the absence of Wnt7b TAMs are less efficient at
promoting tumor cell invasion. Furthermore, of great interest,
given the strong correlations between WNT7B expression and
those of the chemokine signaling genes in stroma from human
mammary carcinoma (Table 1), is the possibility that WNT7B
regulates chemokine ligand and receptor expression and that
these act as additional effectors of WNT7b-dependent tumor
progression (50, 51, 55–57). It is notable that the major effect of
conditional deletion ofWnt7b onMMTV-PyMT tumor progres-
sion is very similar to that observed when macrophages are
depleted or ablated (4, 31, 34, 58), suggesting that WNT7b is
required for the expression of many myeloid activities that
promote tumor progression.
The loss of TAMs from the PyMTmodel resulted in a slowing

in the rate of tumor progression particularly tomalignancy (59).
This ismost likely due to the inhibition of the angiogenic switch
as acceleration of this switchusing a gain-of-function of CSF1 or
VEGF either in wild-type or macrophage-deficient mice accel-
erated tumor progression (31, 34, 58). In this study, the loss of
myeloid Wnt7b caused a similar phenotype to the ablation of
TAMs with few tumors progressing to malignancy. On the
genetic background used in the present studies, this transition
to malignancy was a little later than the 8 to 12 weeks reported
for the original strain background (30) as even some wild-type
tumors had not progressed to malignancy by 16 weeks. Never-
theless, once the angiogenic switch was established and tumors
progressed to malignancy, the wild-type tumors accelerated in
their growth as shown by a dramatic increase in mass accom-
panied by rapid proliferation as indicated by Ki67 staining. In
contrast, thegrowthofWNT7b-deficient tumorsplateauedwith
a reduced rate of proliferation (Ki67-positive cells) after 16
weeks of age presumably due to nutrient deficiency and dep-
rivation of oxygen caused by an insufficient vascular network.
A key finding of this study is that Wnt7b inactivation in

myeloid cells reduced pulmonary metastasis in the PyMT

model. In this model, metastasis depends on tumor cells
becoming malignant and escaping from the primary tumor
into the hematogenous circulation. This escape is a combina-
tion of enhanced invasiveness of tumor cells as well as
the increasednumber of vascular targets. Loss ofWnt7b reduces
the vascular density and has a direct effect on the ability of
macrophages to promote tumor cell invasion in vivo. We
suggest that this combination of changes reduces metastasis.

Csf1r-icre activity does, however, result in some deletion in
cells of the acquired immune system (28) and confirmed in this
study (data not shown). Nevertheless, in other studies, the
complete absence of B cells in the MMTV-PyMT tumor does
not change the rate of pulmonary metastasis (10), suggesting
that the changes we observe are not likely to result from the
inactivation ofWnt7b in B cells. It has recently been shown that
CD4þ T cells promote pulmonary metastasis. This effect was
through T-cell IL-4 polarizing the function of TAMs to become
prometastatic through their ability to induce tumor cell migra-
tion and invasion (10). However, in this study from Coussens'
and coworkers, following depletion of T cells, angiogenesis was
unimpaired. This indicates thatWNT7B derived from T cells is
unimportant for angiogenesis. Furthermore, using the invasion
assay, we show directly thatWnt7b-deficient macrophages are
less able to stimulate tumor cell invasion in vivo. Consistent
with these findings, our recent bioinformatics study showed
that the TAMs that direct tumor cell intravasation and extrav-
asation represent a unique subpopulation as defined by their
gene expression signature withWnt7b transcripts being highly
represented in this signature (23). These data suggest a sig-
naling relationship between the Wnt/b-catenin and IL-4 path-
ways or, alternatively, that each pathway independently sup-
ports a response required for pulmonarymetastasis, perhaps at
different stages of the process.

WNT7b expression also correlates with markers of poor
prognosis such as lymph node positivity in human breast
cancer (23) and through analysis of the Tissue Cancer Genome
Atlas datasets it is highly upregulated in breast (Fig. 1A) and
lung cancer (data not shown). Consistent with these data,
Wnt7b expression upregulation is a feature of the population of
TAMs that promote angiogenesis and metastasis. The expres-
sion of WNT7B by TAMs from human tumors further suggests
that therapeutic targeting of WNT7B responses might be
beneficial in the treatment of some solid tumors. Because
WNT7B responses promote many different aspects of tumor
progression at multiple levels, including three of the six rec-
ognized cancer hallmarks (39), WNT7B activity suppression is
a uniquely promising therapeutic target likely to affect the rate
of tumor metastasis, a key factor in patient survival.
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